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A brief summary of our project: 

We are a group of Hwa Chong students that want to reduce food waste in singapore. 

Food waste causes countless problems, to name a few, global warming and lack of 

resources. Therefore reducing food waste would be very beneficial to the country as to 

the world, we plan to do so by raising the awareness of the prevalent problem with our 

resource packages so that we are able to work towards a "zero food waste" country 

step by step.  

 

Introduction: 

We are group 4-052 and we plan to reduce food wastage in households. Food waste is 

a major problem in Singapore as well as around the world, however many people are 

not aware of it.  

 

OBJECTIVES 

We plan to raise awareness on the fairly prevalent problem of food wastage and thus 

reduce the amount of food waste that is produced from households. We want to teach 

them how to reduce and reuse their trash in order to save more food. 

 

TARGET AUDIENCE 

Reducing food wastage is a big problem and solving it would not only take time but also 

a lot of work. So, we decided to start from small, focusing on housewives in 

Singaporean households. 

 



RESOURCE PACKAGE 

We want to reduce food wastage with creative means. Our resource package includes 

our website where we introduced recipes that incorporate leftover food to reduce 

wastage, created a model shopping lists that people can follow so as to not overbuy 

their ingredients to cook a meal. We also have segments like Animal anatomies that are 

provided on our website. food anatomies show the different parts of a certain animal 

that are edible. Different dishes that use these parts will also be labelled clearly and 

displayed on our website. This helps to reduce food waste by allowing households to be 

able to make full use of all edible animal parts. We also have a segment named “turn 

trash into cash” where We provided videos and recipes on our website for our target 

audience to learn that food items that people might be wasting can actually be upcycled 

to produce a new and useful product.  On the other hand, we also have a social media 

page that has anti-food waste posters that we made , quotes by famous people, tips 

and tricks on how to reduce household food wastage. A link to our instagram page will 

be on our website. 

 

Review: 

We have done our research on many credible local and non-local sources so that we 

are able to get more information pertaining to Singapore. Sources include the TODAY’s 

newspaper, the NEA website and many more other sources. We reviewed the TODAY’s 

newspaper in order to get reliable information pertaining to the amount of food waste 

was wasted, the results of different surveys carried out in Singapore in order to gain an 

insight of which industry causes the most food waste and why. The newspaper also 

helped give us a wider perspective of the view of the problem of food waste in different 

peoples eyes.  The newspaper was specific in numbers and we felt that was useful as 

we have an exact proportion of how much food is wasted. We also used sources like 

the NEA website. This website is our very own Singaporean food waste source. Since 

NEA focuses a huge deal on food wastage, this allows us to get detailed and in-depth 

information. We also visited local sites like the “towardszerofoodwaste” and 



“savefoodcutwaste” site. These websites give further information on food wastage, new 

ways to reduce food waste, leading to us being able to adapt some information from 

those sites and come up with our own creative solutions. We also research on websites 

belonging to different countries so we are able to have a wider view of the impact of 

food wastage around the world and how they are tracking the situation. We used sites 

like the USDA, pertaining to the USA and south china morning post, pertaining to China. 

These are two of the countries that have a huge issue of food waste. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

We have conducted a needs analysis where we conducted a survey with our 

target audiences in order to gather information on food wastage.  

 

For our first question, we asked if they had the problem of cooking too much food at 

home and there was a majority of 56.9 per cent of people that have leftovers.  



For our second question, we asked them how much food is being wasted and how 

often it happens. 

(some of the feedback from respondents) 

“One-third of a portion and it happens almost every time” 

“quite some food and most of the time” 

“half a portion for a person, ard 3 times per week?” 

“Quite often. However, no wastage because the food will be kept and cook for the next 

meal” 

 

 

 

 

 

 For our third question, we asked whether they threw away their leftovers, or kept them. 

47.2 per cent of the respondents opted that they kept the food and 52.8 per cent of 

them threw the leftovers away. 



 

We then let then included a link to our google sites, where we have our whole resource 

package there. We proceeded to ask them if our ideas were feasible and 94.4 per cent 

of them said yes.  

 

 

 

 

We also asked if the ideas we had were useful to the and indeed, a majority of 84.7 per 

cent of them voted for yes. 



 

Development of Resources 

 

A review was carried out on many different websites and much information on food 

waste was collected from them. The information was then collated in a google 

document. The information was sent to our mentor for feedback and once it was good to 

go, we did our final edits. We also conducted the needs analysis to gain a wider view of 

this problem. 

 

Outcome and discussion: 

The outcome of the project was not to our group’s expectations, we had wanted to add 

a more interactive part into our project, by including a platform where food waste could 

be discussed. Due to time limitations, we were not able to do as much as we had 

hoped. One better thing we could have done was to have a professional provide 

feedback on our resources so that we were able to make our resource package a better 

and more effective one. 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 



Our project had been a challenging project to undertake as it required many hours of 

rigorous work to research and collate credible information, brainstorm ideas that were 

unique to us, creative and most importantly effective. The whole project journey had 

enabled the group to develop many skills. Critical thinking, creativity and a keen sense 

of observation were crucial during the initial stages of the project. Perseverance and 

patience were also crucial elements that enabled the completion of the project. Although 

this project was hard to do, we hope that our efforts could be used to bring earth closer 

to being food waste free! 
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